HME RESCUES

CUSTOM RESCUES
HME Ahrens-Fox offers comprehensive, experienced and proven rescue solutions for
everything from hazardous material incidents, to swift water, confined space and rope
rescues. SCUBA, medical emergencies, to highly complex and tactical command and
control operations. HME Rescue’s offer more choices in custom and commercial
chassis, storage system solutions along with integrated communication and
command technologies to answer your specific needs in rescue capability.

Custom storage solutions enhance
equipment organization and facilitate easy
and efficient access. HME works with
departments to optimize compartment
storage systems.

SCBA storage and filling stations can be
configured and incorporated into most
rescue designs to support large scale,
continuing fire, and rescue operations.

Brushed stainless steel storage
compartments feature shelving, pull-out trays
and tool-boards. Large coffin compartments,
on this custom rescue, provide additional
storage for equipment.

Corrosion resistant stainless steel rescue
style bodies, featuring modular aircraft quality
construction, offer easy maintenance and
economical repair.

HEAVY RESCUE SQUAD
Heavy Rescue Squad apparatus are designed to meet the strategic
and tactical demands of urban and rural environments alike. Expansive
storage systems, with heavy-duty trays, to support the latest in rescue
tools. SCBA storage and refill stations, along with secure medical
cabinetry, allow HME Ahrens-Fox to meet the complex demands
of all fire departments.

Custom storage solutions answer the
needs for specialized equipment and gear.
Heavy-duty trays provide support for
today’s most advanced rescue tools.

Custom chassis designs meet exact
dimensional requirements, and allow
the latest rescue apparatus access to
existing urban fire house bays.

A 100-inch wide cab comfortably
accommodates crew. Corrosion resistant
stainless steel rescue style body delivers long
service life. Roll-up doors provide fast and
easy access to rescue equipment and tools.

Additional specialized equipment, like
this 100-GPM, P.T.O. driven pump, with
booster reel and 300-gallon tank, can be
incorporated into practically any rescue
design to enhance capability.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
VEHICLES
Large scale rescue and hazmat strategies demand intricate
storage systems along with the integration of advanced
command and communication technologies. HME AhrensFox has worked with state emergency service organizations
and metropolitan fire departments, to create rescue and
hazardous material response vehicles, with the capabilities
and functionality to meet the most demanding rescue and
hazmat strategies.

Custom storage solutions to
accommodate complex needs for
specialized rescue and hazardous
material handling equipment and gear.

Hazardous Material Handling Team Vehicles
accommodate complex command and
communication technology. The 24-inch
raised roof and expansive cab offer plenty
of room for crew and equipment.

Extreme scene lighting systems
and telescoping light towers provide
illumination for large incident sites.

The stainless steel body features modular, aircraft
construction for easy maintenance and repair.
Coffin compartments offer additional storage,
while roll-up doors offer immediate access to
essential hazardous material handling equipment.

COMMERCIAL RESCUES
HME Ahrens-Fox offers affordable, rescue solutions to meet
any need or budget. Compact, economical rescues like the
HME PackRat™ provide the perfect solution for high-volume
rescue call environments.

Crew cab or extended four-door
cab configurations provide positions
for additional crew.

Custom storage solutions include
pull-out trays, shelving and tool-boards
to accommodate a wide range of
rescue tools and equipment.

Pull-through trays provide immediate
access to gear in any environment or
situation. Bright, brushed stainless steel
compartment interiors and LED lighting offer
easy location of the equipment you need.

Commercial rescues offer corrosion
resistant stainless steel bodies for easy
maintenance. Modular, aircraft quality
construction deliver low-cost repairs.

HME RESCUE FEATURES
Storage solutions accommodate rescue
equipment, tools and gear along with
ample SCBA storage.

In addition to a wide range of configurations
for custom rescue cabs, HME also offers
consoles for commercial rescues to support
communication equipment and technology.

Custom and compact rescue models
offer winch and tow fixtures to manage
a wide range of rescue operations.

HME incorporates specialized cabinets
and compartments to secure medical
supplies and equipment as required.
Our engineers work with individual
departments to create secure storage
systems to protect critical or controlled
medical supplies.

Various scene lighting, warning and
directional lighting packages are
available.

HME incorporates the systems and
equipment required to support extended
and demanding operations. SCBA refill
stations, along with additional power
systems, communication technologies,
and more, provide comprehensive
support for a wide range of operations.

The HME Difference
Industry Innovation
Imaginative and innovative, HME leads the fire apparatus manufacturing industry with
breakthrough engineering designs and the integration of leading technologies. HME
continues to shape the direction of fire apparatus functionality with new approaches
to creating more efficient, safer, and better performing fire apparatus.
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